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The status of optogalvanic (OG) spectroscopy, involving a change in the impedance of a gas
or plasma, with tunable lasers is examined. The main advantage of this approach over the
usual absorption spectroscopy is its high sensitivity. The OG effect in plasmas, glow
discharges, hf discharges, hollow cathodes, obstructed discharges, neutral gases, etc., is
studied. Optogalvanic studies of the spectra of both the ground and excited states of atoms and
vibrational-rotational and electronic transitions in molecules, nonlinear spectroscopic
phenomena, and interference of degenerate states and the use of the optogalvanic effect for
stabilization of laser frequencies are described. A great deal of attention is given to the physical
mechanisms involved in the formation of the OG signal. The possibilities for employing the
optogalvanic effect in quantitative spectroscopy are evaluated.
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1. INTRODUCTION

It is well known that absorption spectroscopy is a pow-
erful tool for studying atomic and molecular structure and
elementary processes, determining the concentrations of
substances, diagnostics of different objects, etc. Quantitative
measurements are based on the determination of the change
in the intensity A/ of light passing through the object. If the
transmitted radiation has a high intensity, then its effect on
the object must be taken into account, but A/ remains the
measured quantity.

An alternative approach is to record the change of some
parameter of the object caused by the absorbed light. For
gaseous and plasma objects the methods of laser-induced
fluorescence and optoacoustical spectroscopy have been
widely used, especially in recent years. The absorbed light
gives rise either to excess fluorescence or a change in the
density of the gas. The essential features of these methods,
the basic areas of applications, and a bibliography are given,
for example, in Ref. 1. Another approach, based on the light-

induced change in the electric characteristics of the object, is
mentioned in Ref. 1. In different articles this effect is called
the optogalvanic (OG), optovoltaic, optoelectric, or ioniza-
tion intensification effect. We shall adhere to the first name.
The effect is caused by the fact that the absorption of light
brings about a redistribution of the populations of the levels
of atoms or molecules. As a result of different radiative and
(or) collisional and (or) collective processes the density,
mobility, and energy of the charged particles change, and
this affects the ionization balance and conductivity of the
object. Ionization occurs as a result of additional (with re-
spect to absorption) processes. The dependence of the effect
on the wavelength of the radiation has a resonant character.
The conductivity can also vary simply because of photopro-
cesses, for example, photoionization (including multiphflpu
ton or stepped)2>3 or nonresonant absorption.4 In the final •
analysis the OGE is recorded based on the change in the
current A/ or voltage A U in the electrical circuit including
the object under study. The ratio y of the magnitude of the
change in the current or voltage in the external circuit to the
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FIG. 1. Recording the OGE. a) Arrangement of Penning's experiment on
the measurement of the frequency of sound from the loudspeaker with
irradiation of the discharge, b) Block diagram of measurements employ-
ing a laser; 1) discharge; 2) High-voltage source; 3) capacitor; 4) loud-
speaker; 5) laser; 6) modulator; 7) phase-sensitive detector; 8) recording
device; 9) resistor.

energy of the absorbed light is also used as a measure of the
OGE (optogalvanic effect). Such observations are most nat-
urally performed in gas discharges, where they have been
widely used.

The OGE was first observed by Foote and Mohler5 in
gases and by Penning6 in a gas-discharge plasma. Penning
observed that when a discharge in neon at a pressure of 20
Torr is irradiated by radiation from the same type of dis-
charge the voltage from the discharge tube increases by an
amount ~ 10%. In order to demonstrate the OGE conve-
niently the discharge was connected into a circuit with a
capacitor and a loudspeaker—the frequency of the sound
changed when the discharge was illuminated (Fig. la). In
later works the effect was discussed and studied primarily in
order to determine the role of metastable states in stepped
ionization processes.7"9

Stimulated by the requirements of absorption spectros-
copy, the optogalvanic recording of signals in gases and plas-
ma improved rapidly. It soon became clear that the OGE can
be used not only as a convenient means for detecting absorp-
tion but also as a method for studying the characteristics of
gaseous and plasma media.

Interest in OG phenomena has grown rapidly in recent
years in connection with the development of laser technolo-
gy. The OGE has been used to study processes in the active
media of gas-discharge lasers and for stabilizing the lasing
frequency. Another application was initiated in Refs. 10 and
11 and exploited in Refs. 12-14. It involves the use of fre-
quency-tunable lasers for spectroscopic purposes. One of the
main advantages of OG spectroscopy is its high sensitivity,
which opens up prospects for studying the excited states of
atoms, the detection of impurities, and other applications.
An attractive feature of laser OG spectroscopy lies in the
simplicity with which the signal is recorded: it is simply tak-
en off the resistance in the power-supply circuit for the dis-
charge into a phase-sensitive detector (Fig. Ib). A capacitor
separates the constant high voltage. Continuous or pulsed
lasers—dye,12'15 color-center,16'17 and diode18—are used,
depending on the region of the spectrum and the experimen-
tal possibilities. Circuits with frequency multiplication are
used.19

Figure 2a shows an example of the OG spectrum of Cs
in a discharge with transillumination by a dye laser in the
region 800-890 nm.20 The high signal-to-noise ratio, even
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FIG. 2. Examples of OG spectra, a) OG spectrum of cesium20; voltage
variation, b) Spectra of a discharge in an He-Ne mixture.21 Ordinate axes:
a) power of radiation passing through the discharge; b) relative changes
in the voltage. 1) Optical spectrum, 2) OG spectrum. For lines of the
spectrum 2 which do not fit into the field of the figure the magnitude of the
OGE is indicated in percent.

for very weak transitions, is interesting. Figure 2b shows the
spectra in the region 565-645 nm, recorded by transillumin-
ating a discharge in a mixture with an He-Ne laser.21 The
spectrum 1 is the usual absorption of laser power and the
spectrum 2 was recorded using the OG recording scheme. It
is evident that the OG method is very sensitive. It is also
evident from Fig. 2b that the OG spectrum has a peculiarity
distinguishing it from the usual optical spectrum. In the op-
tical spectrum all lines correspond to the absorption of light,
whereas in the OG spectrum the sign of At/ is different for
different lines. It is clear that the interpretation of such a
spectrum requires a detailed analysis of the mechanism of its
formation.

In recent years a large number of studies of both the
nature of the OGE and its applications have been performed.
Generalizing studies have also appeared for separate aspects
of the problem (see, for example, Refs. 22 and 23). The pur-
pose of this review is to describe the present status of re-
search on laser-induced OG phenomena in gases and plas-
mas and their possible applications.

2. PHYSICAL MECHANISMS FOR THE FORMATION OF THE
OPTOGALVANIC EFFECT (OGE)

The first investigations6"8 were of a qualitative charac-
ter only. In Ref. 6 the observed OGE was used to confirm the
presence of the Penning mechanism of ionization

NeM + Ar ->• Ne + Ar* + e, (1)

where NeM is the group of metastable states of neon lying
above the ionization energy of Ar. When the discharge is
irradiated atoms are excited from the state NeM into highly
excited states, which can decay bypassing the state NeM and
slow down the reaction (1). Other experiments showed,
however, that the OGE also occurs in a discharge in pure
neon, which is probably attributable to the illumination-in-
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duced attenuation of the stepped ionization by electrons
through NeM . In subsequent investigations7'8 experiments
were performed with spectral resolution, and they revealed
that the magnitude of the OGE depends on the conditions in
the discharge and on the type of optical transition. In all
experiments6"8 a positive effect At/> 0 was observed.

Studies performed in recent years with the help of lasers
revealed a number of new features of the phenomenon and
have markedly expanded the range of objects studied. In de-
scribing the mechanism of the OGE, roughly speaking, two
general stages can be distinguished. First, it is necessary to
determine how the absorption of light brings about a change
in the density and (or) the energy of charged particles. Sec-
ond, a relationship must be established between these
changes and the change in the macroscopic characteristics of
the object and parameters of the electric circuit. The first
part of the problem requires a kinetic approach; the second
part requires a knowledge of the model of the object and the
response of the circuit to perturbations of the charge density
and charge mobility, though, of course, both parts are cou-
pled to one another. We shall examine the OGE in different
types of objects.

2.1. Glow discharge

Investigations of OGE in the positive column of glow
discharges with different geometry have been described.
Usually discharge tubes ~2-10 mm in diameter and a posi-
tive column —100 mm long are used. The discharge current
is equal to 1-100 mA, the gas pressure is equal to 0. 1-5 Torr,
and the ballast resistor, which also serves as the measuring
resistor, is equal to 1-100 kft. The voltage on the dc current
source is 100-1000 V. In order that the beam pass into the
positive column the electrodes are placed in side arms, but
coaxial structures are also used. The typical magnitude of
the ac voltage obtained by transillumination with a modulat-
ed radiation of power ~ 10 ~ ' W is equal to ~ 10~2 V. Long-
er discharges are also used (for example, 300 mm16). The
OGE is also observed under transverse transillumination of
the discharge (for example, Ref. 24).

The light-induced change in the characteristics of the
positive column of the discharge can be described by the
following system of equations:

The equation of balance for the electron density

Te). (2)

The function G includes the creation and annihilation of
charged particles and Te is the electron temperature.

The equation of balance for the density of atomic states

n, m=i ..... r). (3)J-=Kj(ne, N,, Te, In

The function K} describes the flow of atoms into and out of
the level j, r is the number of discrete states taken into ac-
count, and Inm is the intensity of the transilluminating radi-
ation at the frequency of the transition n -» m.

The equation of energy balance for electrons is

where the first term on the right describes Joule heating, <i>,
represents the elastic and inelastic energy losses, 4>2 de-
scribes the heating of electrons accompanying deexcitation
of the excited atoms, a is the conductivity of the plasma, k is
Boltzmann's constant, and E is the intensity of the axial elec-
tric field.

The system is closed by the current equation

i = a (21., ne) E. (5)

The presence of resonance absorption of light from an
external source, giving rise to the OGE and included in (3),
augments in our case the usual models of the positive
column.25

It should be noted that the apparent simplicity of the
system (2)-(5) masks the complicated nonlinear depen-
dences ofG, K, a, 4>,, and 4>2 on many parameters. In addi-
tion, the number of balance equations for (3) may in any
specific situation be quite large. The mathematical complex-
ities involved in solving the system are associated with the
property of "rigidity," which imposes special requirements
on the numerical algorithm.

The magnitude of the OGE with stationary resonance
excitation of Na vapor in Ar buffer gas was first calculated in
Ref. 26. It was assumed that r = 2, 4>2 = 0, and O, deter-
mines the ionization of the Na atoms, while nc remains un-
changed with ;' = const. It was assumed that the external
radiation increases the role of stepped ionization, which de-
creases Te, <J>i, and, in accordance with (3), the intensity E.
Numerical calculations showed that E can decrease by tens
of percent for radiation intensities exceeding the saturation
level and an Na density corresponding to a temperature of
650-800 K.

The fact that the OGE with / = const changes ne was
taken into account later,27 and the following expression was
obtained for the change in the field:

(6)

(4)

where mc, e, and Ae are the electron mass, charge, and
mean-free path; AT1, and A«e are the illumination-induced
changes in the electron temperature and density; and, R is
the radius of the discharge tube. The values of n f , Te, A«e,
and Are can be obtained by solving the system (2)-(5).
Figure 3a shows the computed values of Ane, Are, and A£
as a function of the intensity of the radiation transilluminat-
ing the discharge in Na vapor. The experimental data for
A£, which are in good agreement with the calculations, are
also presented.

We note that electron energy losses to ionization of im-
purity atoms play a determining role in the energy balance
when the electron density is low. As the density is increased
electron excitation of atoms becomes important.25 This fac-
tor, as well as the superelastic heating of electrons (the term
<J>2 in (4)) was taken into account in Ref. 4. The calculations
showed that when P> 10~3 Torr electronic excitation con-
stitutes the larger part of the energy losses, while superelas-
tic heating can compete with Joule heating.

The change in the field intensity in the positive column
brings about a change in the current which depends on the
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FIG. 3. Computed (solid lines) and experimental (sym-
bols) data for the stationary OGE in a glow discharge, a)
The change in the electron density Anc, the electron tem-
perature A7"c, and the field intensity A£ as a function of
the intensity of radiation with A = 589 nm27; discharge in
an Ne-Na mixture. .PNe =50 Torr, / = 5 mA,
#Na = 4.35-109cm-3, Tc = 20400K,£ = 3.7 V/cm.b)
The change in the current A; in a discharge in helium28;
/I = 587.6 nm, RPH, =0.05 cm-Torr; l—Z= 118 kfl,
/ = 4,6, 8,12, mA; 2—Z = 208; 118, 58; 33 kfl; / = 6 mA.

form of the glow discharge. For a normal discharge the ca-
thodic voltage drop Vc does not change when the current
changes. For this reason, the increase (decrease) of the vol-
tage drop in the positive column of length / is equal to the
decrease (increase) of the voltage drop on the resistance Z of
the external circuit:

Ai= —
<7>

In an anomalous discharge a change in the voltage drop
in the positive column gives rise to a change in the cathodic
voltage drop. If the voltage on the discharge tube remains
constant, then

*"•>A t = —

where /( Vc ) is the current-voltage characteristic of the dis-
charge.

A simple linear model of the stationary OGE induced in
a normal discharge in helium by radiation with wavelength
A. = 587.6 nm (the transition 23P-33D) was constructed in
Ref. 28. It is based on the equations of balance of charge (2)
and current ( 5 ) . The formation of charge in the absence of
radiation is determined by the two-step electron ionization
of atoms; charge annihilation is determined by free collisions
with the wall. Under the action of the radiation (in the ab-
sence of saturation ) the efficiency of ionization for one ab-
sorbed photon is determined by the ratio of the associative
ionization rate a of He (33D) to its spontaneous decay rate
A. As a result

AV/di
0,77/ (9)

where Q is the number of photons absorbed per second, fi is
the electron mobility, m{ is the ion mass, and d F/d/ is the
dynamic resistance of the positive column. The parameters
of a glow discharge in helium have been studied in great
detail, and the absorbed radiation energy and the value of
dV/di are easily measured. Figure 3b shows the computed
and experimental data for A/ for several values of / and Z.
The values of a, A, /n, and Tf were taken from the published
data, E and d V/di were measured, /= 13.5cm, and/? =0.1
cm. It is evident that the calculation is in satisfactory agree-
ment with experiment. This model was later29 used to de-
scribe the OGE on the Is5-2p4 (A = 594.5 nm) transition in
a discharge in neon. In this case the difference between the
calculations and the experimental data is larger than in heli-
um, reaching 100% and higher. This is probably attributable
to the more complicated structure of the atomic terms and

the lower reliability of the data on the probabilities of ele-
mentary processes and discharge parameters. Volume re-
combination of charged particles and the change in the elec-
tron temperature could play an appreciable role.

An anomalous discharge was studied in Refs. 4 and 30.
It is believed that the relaxation time of the conductivity of
the positive column is longer than the relaxation time of the
cathodic region and the change in the current "follows" the
state of the positive column. The solution of (2)-(5) in the
Schottky approximation, taking into account (8), gives the
expression30

di aliE
i+alE •[S "A-M-iW1- < 1 0 >

3=1

where Sj is the coefficient of electronic ionization of atoms
from the statey and Da is the coefficient of ambipolar diffu-
sion. The first two terms on the right side of (10) describe
the change in the electron density and the last term describes
the change in the mobility of the electrons. The expression
(10) is useful in that it enables evaluating the ratio of the
contributions of different processes to the OGE. The results
of the numerical solution of the system (2)-(5), (8) are on
the whole in agreement with the experimental data for im-
pulsive excitation of Ne and Na vapor.4'30 Figure 4 shows the
behavior of the current in the OGE for three transitions in
neon l5,-2p, excited by short laser pulses. Analysis based on
(10) shows that the first peaks of the pulse for the cases of
Figs. 4a and b are determined by the increase in the stepped

FIG. 4. The behavior of the current accompanying excitation of neon in a
glow discharge.30 I) experiment, II) calculation. The scales of all figures
are the same, a—/t = 633.4 nm (Is5 — 2pg); b—/I = 650.6 nm
(Is4-2pg); c—/I = 659.9 nm (Is2-2p2) , R = 0.4 cm, 1=1 cm,
PN, = lTorr,/= 10mA,a = 6.7-10~3A/V-',thedurationoftheexcit-
ing pulse is equal to 10~8 s and the power is equal to ~ 104 W.
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ionization from the 2p8 level. The initial negative response
for the case of Fig. 4c is determined by the decrease in the
electron mobility. The subsequent negative and positive re-
sponses are caused primarily by changes in the populations
of the metastable states.

We can thus say that the proposed theoretical models of
the OGE in the positive column of normal and anomalous
glow discharges are on the whole satisfactorily described by
the observed changes in the electrical parameters, at least for
comparatively simple atomic systems. Of course, it is prema-
ture to use the indicated models as a basis for the solution of a
wide complex of inverse diagnostic problems of OG spec-
troscopy. Although methods for diagnostics of nonequilibri-
um gas-discharge plasma based on OG spectra can in princi-
ple be developed (some examples will be presented below),
further serious investigations are still required here.

Experiments with obstructed glow discharges are of in-
terest. The length of the discharge is short, and the region of
the cathodic drop forms the largest part.31 Ionization is ob-
structed and the current is transported primarily by ions,
which, however, are created by electrons. An insignificant
change in the rate at which electrons are knocked out of the
cathode therefore appreciably affects the current. The effect
of the irradiation on the current can be manifested through
the annihilation of metastable atoms, which are active in
knocking electrons out of the surface. This situation was ex-
ploited by Doughty and Lawler.32 They studied the OGE on
the A. = 594.5 nm line of neon. The discharge gap was 1 cm
long and the electrodes consisted of 3 X10 cm2 plates. Large
plates are necessary in order to record the weak absorption
of the radiation transilluminating the discharge in a direc-
tion normal to the propagation of the current. The magni-
tude of Y for the OGE (the ratio of the power of the OGE
signal, liberated in the external circuit, to the absorbed light
power) depends on the electrode material and is much high-
er than in the positive column. Among the metals studied
(steel, stainless steel, Cu, brass, Mo, and Al) the largest ef-
fect is observed with Al and brass. For the A. = 594.5 nm line
of neon in the positive column 7 = — 3 6,32 in a hollow
cathode y 10 (see Ref. 33), and in an obstructed dis-
charge y 400. The minus sign corresponds to a reduc-
tion of the current accompanying irradiation.

A marked increase in the OGE when recording the
spectra of molecular ions N2

+ and CO+ in the region of the
cathodic dark space was also observed in Ref. 34. In this
region the sensitivity of the OG method is much higher than
that of the method of laser-induced fluorescence, but is low-
er than the latter method in the region of negative lumines-
cence (an ion density of ~5-109 cm~3). Walkup et al.
ascribe the high sensitivity of the OG detection of ions to the
effect of excitation on the mobility of the ions, which occurs
because the ion-neutral charge-exchange cross section of the
excited ions is lower than that of unexcited ions.

2.2. Discharge in a hollow cathode

This type of discharge is widely used in studies of atom-
ic OG spectra. Lamps with a hollow cathode are commer-
cially available and have been developed for exciting the res-

onance transitions of most atoms, primarily for
atomic-absorption spectroscopy and analysis. The theory of
discharges with a hollow cathode has not been adequately
developed, and the interpretation of the OGE in them is
based, as a rule, on qualitative or semiempirical consider-
ations. In particular, the question of which of the mecha-
nisms—selective ionization or heating of electrons—makes
the determining contribution to the OGE is being debated.
The phenomenological approach to the decription of this
situation on the basis of selective ionization is considered in
Refs. 35-37. The "multiplication factor"/S, determining the
number of electrons emitted by the cathode as a result of a
number of processes brought about by one precursor elec-
tron, is introduced. In the stationary case/3 = 1. The change
in the discharge voltage accompanying radiation-induced
excitation is expressed in terms of the starting difference in
the populations of the levels, the relaxation times of these
levels, and the derivatives of 0 with respect to the voltage
and the population of the levels. These quantities are fixed
based on the requirement that the best correspondence be
obtained with the experimental data on the development of
OGE in a time interval up to 10~4 sec. The number of relaxa-
tion times required is justified qualitatively. In so doing, it is
often possible to describe in a very detailed fashion the devel-
opment of the OGE. This approach has the deficiency that
many (up to four in neon) relaxation times are not explicitly
related to the specific physical processes, and the approxi-
mation of the experimental dependences is to a certain extent
formal. The description of the sign-alternating OGE with
the help of inverted states also requires justification. Thus,
inversion is not required in order to interpret the curves in
Fig. 4 for a glow discharge.

A description of the OGE in a hollow cathode based on
the heating of electrons in type II collisions is given, for ex-
ample, in Refs. 38-40. The estimates presented in Ref. 40 for
the excitation of uranium show that the change in the con-
ductivity is primarily attributable to heating of electrons,
and Are/Tc ~3 • 10~3. The same estimates show that selec-
tive ionization is 10 to 100 times weaker. The heating mecha-
nism is supported by experiments3 on the excitation of U II,
giving rise to simultaneous amplification of the emission
lines of U I. Mass-spectrometric experiments41 with a hol-
low cathode with neon, which show a correlation between
the changes in the voltage and the density of Ne+ under the
action of the radiation, provide evidence against the idea
that heating of the electrons is exclusively responsible for the
formation of the OGE. There are objections to42 and support
for43 the idea that the efficiency of the OGE is independent
of the ionization potential of the atom, which is an argument
in favor of the heating mechanism. Summing up, it is evident
that further studies must be performed in order to clarify the
picture of the OGE in a hollow cathode.

2.3. Discharge with high-frequency excitation

The OGE can be observed by transilluminating an elec-
trodeless discharge.44"46 The signal is recorded either in the
circuit supplying power to the discharge or with the help of a
special antenna. The employment of hf discharges rather
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than dc discharges for OG spectroscopy can be more advan-
tageous because it is possible to work with gases and radicals
that interact with the electrode metal, it is possible to obtain
a more "pure" plasma, and low-pressure discharges are sta-
ble. Thus studies15 of the predissociation of HCO showed
that these radicals are observed by the OG method only in an
hf discharge (in CH3CO). We also note the important possi-
bility of increasing the signal-to-noise ratio with frequency
modulation of the discharge.46'47 But, there is less experience
in working with such discharges than with dc discharges.

Attempts to construct at least a simplified model of the
OGE have recently been made in connection with the indi-
cated advantages of hf discharges.48'39 For this Eqs. (2) - (4)
are supplemented by the quasistationary Maxwell equations
taking into account the skin layer.50 Discussion of the
boundary conditions and the details of the solution of the
system are presented in Ref. 49. We merely point out the fact
that Eqs. (3) take into account collisional mixing and elec-
tronic ionization (recombination is neglected), diffusion
and radiation transport of excitation (including also radi-
ation trapping), and external illumination. In Eqs. (2) and
(4), ambipolar diffusion, the electronic thermal conductiv-
ity, the total electronic ionization from all levels of the neu-
tral component, the external hf field, and inelastic collisions
are taken into account for the electronic component. The
change in the specific energy input Q of the hf field into the
plasma is used as a measure of the OGE. Here, in the approx-
imation under study, if the volume of the plasma is V, then

Q = < T l E | » d F ~ n - » / * , -^f-^. ( 1 1 )

Model numerical calculations of the OGE in an hf discharge
were carried out in Refs. 40 and 49 for an atom with two
bound states. Figure 5 shows the radial profiles nf (r) and
Tc (r) for a plasma without illumination and with a saturat-
ing level of the external radiation power entirely filling the
plasma. The increase in «e corresponds to the drop in Tt; in
addition, the maximum of Tc at the periphery of the tube is,
for all practical purposes, not displaced. Figure 6 shows the
integral characteristic of the OGE AQ /Q as a function of the

1,0

FIG. 5. Model calculations49 of the radial distributions of n, and 7*c in hf
discharges in a tube with radius R. The cross section for inelastic processes
is equal to 10~ " cm2, the ionization potential is equal to 10 eV, the excita-
tion energy of the resonance level is equal to 5 eV, and R = 1 cm. The
broken curves are for the case with no external illumination and the solid
curves are for the case of saturating illumination. 1) ne; 2) 7"e.

1,0 (I/I0)-IO~J

FIG. 6. Change in the specific energy input into the hf field in the presence
of the OGE as a function of the intensity of the transilluminating radi-
ation. /I, is the saturation intensity. See Fig. 5 for the starting data. Figures
a and b differ in their scales.

intensity of the transilluminating radiation. The initial part
of the curve (Fig. 6b) is practically linear (this is confirmed
analytically in Ref. 49). The latter is important for quantita-
tive OG spectroscopy.

The described model,48'49 based on numerical calcula-
tions, can be further developed and refined. At this stage it is
important to obtain experimental results, of which there are
still few, concerning the mechanism of the OGE in an hf
discharge.

2.4. Flames

Beginning with Ref. 12 the OGE in flames is studied
primarily in connection with the determination of the con-
centrations of elements and diagnostics of combustion pro-
cesses.51"55 Ionization in a flame occurs in the absence of an
external field also. Electrodes are inserted into the flame and
voltage is applied to them in order to detect the excess ioniza-
tion produced by the transillumination. A configuration in
which one of the electrodes serves as the burner housing is
often used.

The OGE in a flame is usually attributed to the fact that
transillumination at the frequency of the resonance transi-
tion repopulates the excited state, lowers the ionization ener-
gy, and increases the ionization rate constant following Arr-
henius's law. This, in its turn, can substantially reduce the
density of neutral atoms in the zone of the laser beam; this
was observed experimentally for Na atoms.55 The question
of the mechanism by which the excess ionization is recorded
is important in the interpretation of the OGE signal. The
OGE under impulsive irradiation of the flame is modelled in
Refs. 55 and 56. The formation of a nonstationary OGE sig-
nal in a flame is linked with the induction of charge on elec-
trodes accompanying the spatial separation of the electrodes
and ions in an external field. In Ref. 53 the nonmonotonic
dependence of the OGE signal is explained qualitatively by
means of an analysis of ambipolar diffusion in an external
field.

In Ref. 57 the OGE in a flame is recorded by probing the
flame with a microwave field. The attenuation 77 of the mi-
crowave field with frequency <u is given by

T i -

where n and m are the density and mass of the charges, and v
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dinary diode with a screening grid; c) double diode; 1)
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4) detecting diode.

is the frequency of collisions between charged particles and
other particles. Electrons make the main contribution to ab-
sorption. Increasing a»v decreases absorption, which im-
poses an upper limit on co. The lower limit is associated with
the spatial resolution, which is of the order of the wavelength
of the field. Since it is technically comparatively simple to
record relative changes of microwave power of 10 ~3 with a
full power of ~ 1 mW, elementary estimates show that such
probing does not introduce appreciable perturbations. This
is one of the advantages of the method over the usual meth-
od, where the potential on the electrodes is usually ~ 103 V,
which perturbs the charged component. Another advantage
is associated with analytical applications and consists of a
reduction of the limit of detectability of the elements. Pre-
liminary experiments57 with Na show that this gain consti-
tutes ~ 103.

In interpreting OG measurements in flames the possi-
bility of multiphoton ionization, for example in the detection
of the radicals of PO and NO,58 or stepped photoionization,
as suggested in the interpretation of the OGE on the lines of
alkali metals, must be taken into account.53'59 The reaction
of radiatively excited alkali-metal atoms with electronega-
tive molecules60 M* + XY-»M+ + XY~ can also occur.

2.5. Thermionic diodes

This device (also known as a thermionic converter or
diode with space charge) was used as a detector of ions and
excited atoms in Refs. 61 and 62. In its simplest form it con-
sists of a heated wire (the cathode) and an anode, separated
from the cathode by several millimeters and usually consist-
ing of a cylinder surrounding the cathode (Fig. 7a). The
emission from the cathode creates a region with negative
space charge. The electrons can overcome this potential bar-
rier and a current will flow in the diode circuit without the
imposition of a voltage, if the electrode materials have differ-
ent work functions. If an ion enters the space-charge region,
then, moving toward the cathode, it lowers the barrier,
which is manifested as an increase in the current flowing
through the diode. The diode forms a trap for the ion, which
cannot escape through the ends of the diode, since the lower
temperature at the ends of the wire lowers the space-charge
density. The low electron-ion recombination cross sections
ensure that the residence time of the ion in the volume will be
long. As a result, the device has a high sensitivity, and ex-
periments63 show that the current changes already exceed
the noise when 10 ions per second enter the diode.

A thermionic diode was first used for spectroscopy in
Ref. 5. Some aspects of the spectroscopy of highly excited
states using these devices are described in Ref. 64. In high-
resolution spectroscopy, especially for highly excited Ryd-

berg levels, the space-charge field can give rise to Stark exci-
tation. To avoid this in Ref. 66 the diode is separated by a
screening grid (Fig. 7b). The atoms are excited in the bot-
tom region screened from the field and diffuse into the space-
charge region. In working with alkaline-earth elements,
however, when high temperatures are required in order to
achieve the required particle density, emission appears in
practically all elements of the structure. This causes the field
of the charges to have an appreciable effect on levels with
n S 100. To proceed into the region with n ̂  100 a ring-
shaped diode in which not one but several heated wires ar-
ranged symmetrically relative to the axis are used was pro-
posed in Ref. 66. Because of the symmetry the field virtually
vanishes on the axis of the diode. A double thermionic diode
was proposed in Ref. 67(Fig.7c). The idea consists of preex-
citing the atoms in the discharge and then studying the ab-
sorption spectra. The structure is enclosed in a heated steel
tube 1. The exciting diode consists of a heated cathode 2 and
an anode 3—a metallic plate, located at a distance of 3-4 mm
from the cathode. The constant voltage (several volts with a
metal-vapor pressure of ~ 10~' Torr in an inert buffer gas at
a pressure of ~ 10~] Torr) creates a weak glow discharge,
which is transilluminated by a laser beam. The atoms excited
by the light are ionized either in the discharge or in the re-
gion of the space charge of the second thermionic diode,
where they are detected. The employment of a double diode
ensures a 102-103 times higher sensitivity than that obtained
with the OGE in a glow discharge. Thus a comparison of the
contours of the Sr lines of the transition 5s5p1P,-5s7s'S0,
obtained by detection with a thermionic diode and by direct
recording of the OGE in the exciting diode under optimal
conditions of the discharge, shows that the signal-to-noise
ratio is increased by ~400.67

2.6. Molecular-gas plasma

Investigations of the OGE on molecular transitions are
conducted both in the visible and in the IR regions of the
spectrum. In the visible region of transitions between elec-
tronic states the measurement technique is analogous to that
used in studies of atomic spectra. There is also a general
analogy between the mechanisms of the OGE on electronic
transitions in molecules and on atomic transitions.

Diode lasers with a wide continuous-tuning band and
gas molecular lasers with discrete tuning on lines are used in
the IR region. Figure 8 shows examples of OG spectra of
molecules in the visible and IR regions.22 Spectra can be
recorded reliably even with diode IR laser powers of ~ 1
mW.

The vibrational energy of a molecule (~0.1-0.3 eV) is
much lower than the ionization energy (several eV), and the
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FIG. 8. Examples of OG spectra of molecules in a glow discharge.22 a, b)
Spectra of NH2, discharge in NH3 under a pressure of 1.8 Torr, dye laser,
c) Spectrum of No2, discharge in NO2-He at a pressure of 1.2 Torr, diode
laser.

mechanism of the OGE associated with the reduction of the
ionization threshold by the excitation of atoms and mole-
cules in the visible region of the spectrum is hardly effective
here. Keeping this in mind, a mechanism associated with
vibrational relaxation was proposed in Refs. 19 and 68. The
energy in the vibrational-rotational states excited by the ra-
diation is transformed into heat by means of collisions, and
the gas density decreases. This reduces the electron energy
lost in collisions between electrons and molecules, i.e., both
acoustic and ionization mechanisms exist. The time constant
of the effect is determined by the relaxation times of the
vibrational levels. The frequency-phase characteristics of
the OGE in the active medium of a CO2 laser were studied in
Ref. 68 as a function of the frequency of modulation of the
lasing intensity. A correspondence was established between
the modulation frequencies, characteristic for changes in the
amplitude and phase of the OGE, and the relaxation times of
the levels of the asymmetric and bending modes of CO2,
between which the laser transition occurs.

The stationary OGE in the active medium of the CO2

laser was studied quantitatively in Ref. 69 based on the indi-
cated model. It was assumed that the change in the electron
losses, associated with the change in the gas density, occurs
only as a result of the change in the collision frequency, but
not as a result of the efficiency and ratio of the channels for
collision losses. When the discharge current is maintained
constant the relative change in the power AP /P injected into
the discharge under the action of the radiation is given by

AP-
P

AT1

T

FIG. 9. Comparison of measurements with the predictions of a model of
thermal perturbations for the active medium of a CO2 laser and an ampli-
fier.69 The circles show the experimental points and the curves show the
model calculations, a) The dependence of the "coefficient of the OGE" x
on the power input per unit length of the discharge P /I. b) Change in the
power input into the discharge AP as a function of the power P, extracted
from the discharge by the laser radiation.

quency; E,. is the average energy lost in a collision; and T is
the temperature of the gas. The power carried away from the
discharge by the laser radiation can be related to the change
in the injected power:

{±f X7lossPL, (12)

where Pc = ne vc Ec are the electron energy losses in colli-
sions with heavy particles per second; vc is the collision fre-

where R is the coefficient of reflection of the semitransparent
mirror; yloss is the loss factor of the cavity; PL is the lasing
power; X = {2 [ (Tw /Td) + 1 ]}~' is the "coefficient of the
OGE"; Td = T — 7"w, where Tv is the temperature of the
wall in the discharge. The quantities rd,PL, and P are mea-
sured and 7"w is known. The losses 7,oss are evaluated from
the known values of/?, the losses in the optics and apertures,
and also the measured gain of the medium and the lasing
threshold. Figure 9a shows the curves of X versus the power
injected per unit length of the discharge. The solid curve
corresponds to values of X with the measured values of TA,
and the circles show the values of X calculated from (12)
with the measured values of AP, P L, and 7loss. Figure 9b
shows the dependence of the change in the power AP on the
change in the power P,, extracted by the laser radiation from
the discharge. The region P, £ 1 W corresponds to measure-
ments in a CO2 laser, while the region P, 5 1 W corresponds
to measurements in a CO2 amplifier, the discharge condi-
tions which are identical to those in the laser. The circles
show the experimental values, and the solid line corresponds
to the dependence P, = AP[(Tw/Pd ) + 1], following from
the model. Agreement is obtained with the power varying by
four orders of magnitude. Thus in spite of its a priori nature
and simplifications the model of thermal perturba-
tions18'68'69 describes the OGE in a complex object such as
the active medium of a CO2 laser, while the relation (12) can
be useful for determining the parameters characterizing the
operation of the CO2 laser. It has been proposed69 that the
model is also applicable to other IR molecular lasers.

The existence of an acoustic mechanism in the forma-
tion of the OG signal on IR transitions in molecules is con-
firmed by experiments'9'70'71 in which the OGE accompany-
ing transillumination of the gas on the resonance transitions
outside the discharge zone was studied.

A different model of the OGE in a CO2 laser, analogous
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to models for discharges in atomic gases, was studied in Ref.
72. It is believed that generation affects the rate of stepped
ionization through the state N2 (B3II). This model, how-
ever, does not explain a number of experimental facts and
there are objections to it.73

We note that in a complicated system such as a gas dis-
charge the different parameters are interrelated. When one
parameter changes, the others change also. Acoustic effects
accompanying transillumination are also present in dis-
charges in atomic gases.74 In atomic gases, however, these
effects are spinoffs in the first approximation, while in mo-
lecular gases they are a significant part of the mechanism of
the OGE.

2.7. The OGE with a change in the discharge conditions

There are many observations of the effect of the dis-
charge conditions on the magnitude of the OGE (A £/)• An
important feature is that the polarity of the OGE changes
when the conditions change, even for a fixed transition. Fig-
ure 10 shows the OGE as a function of the discharge current
(hollow cathode) in Ne 75 for three wavelengths. For exam-
ple, the sign of the OGE induced by radiation with/t = 603.0
nm changes twice. A qualitative explanation for the depen-
dences are proposed in Ref. 75 based, in the general case, on
a five-level scheme, which is explained in Fig. 1 1 ; here M is a
metastable level ( M ) , H is a highly excited level ( H ) , R is a
resonance level (R), G is the ground state (G), and the +
sign marks the ionization limit. The solid straight arrows
indicate ionization and deionization processes in the absence
of irradiation. The wavy arrows mark the transition induced
by the radiation. The dashed arrow tips indicate the direc-
tion of the radiation-induced changes in the rates of the pro-
cesses. The double tips indicate a faster process.

a) The transition H-H. Ionization proceeds more ra-
pidly from the higher state, At/< 0.

b) The transition M-H, weak discharge current. The
radiation excites the atom from the metastable state into the
excited state. H can decay along different channels, includ-
ing bypassing M. An increase in the population of H does not
compensate the weakening of the ionization from M,

c) The transition M-H, strong discharge current. The
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FIG. 11. Diagram clarifying the change in the sign of the OGE accompa-
nying a change in the discharge current.75

population of M is saturated when the current is increased,
but the population of H continues to increase, so that the rate
of ionization from H is higher than from M. The destruction
of M and the population of H by radiation on the whole
increase the rate of ionization, AJ7<0.

d) The transition R-H, the discharge current is weak.
The electron density is low and does not allow for a coupling
between R and M. The case is analogous to a), AJ7 < 0.

e) The transition R-H, the electronic density is high
enough for mixing of R and M, but is still too low to produce
an appreciable population of H. Just as in the case b), the
weakening of the ionization owing to destruction of R (and
together with it M also) is not compensated by an increase in
the ionization from H, At/> 0.

f) The transition R-H. The electronic density is high
and ensures not only mixing of R and M, but also a high
population of H. The situation is the same as in the case c),

This scheme explains the dependences in Fig. 10. The
group of levels of the Ne (Is) configuration consists of two
metastable and two resonance levels, and the nearest pairs of
the three lowest ones are separated by ~0.05 eV, which en-
ables their mixing by electrons. The transition A = 576.4 nm
always leads to A£7<0 (case a). The transition A = 588.2
nm corresponds to the case b) with weak currents and the

FIG. 10. The value of At/of the OGE as a function of the current in the
hollow cathode for three wavelengths in Ne.75

AU,m\l

200

-100-

588,2nm

-3,5 j,5 mm

FIG. 12. Value of A U of the OGE as a function of the position of the
transilluminating beam relative to the axis of the hollow cathode.75 The
neon pressure is equal to 5 Torr.
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case c) with strong currents. The transition with A = 603.0
nm gives rise to the OGE as the current is raised, corre-
sponding to the cases d-f). The dependence of the OGE on
the position of the transilluminating beam relative to the
discharge axis is explained by the existence of a profile of the
electron density. Examples of such dependences are shown
in Fig. 12 for the Ne line/I = 588.2 nm.

2.8. The OGE in a rarefied gas

An interesting possibility for observing the OGE in a
rarefied gas was recently discovered.76 Let a quasimono-
chromatic wave propagate along the z axis and let it be ab-
sorbed in an inhomogeneously broadened transition. Only
particles whose velocity projection v2 s tl/k, where fl is the
detuning from the central frequency of the contour of the
line and k is the wave number, will interact with the radi-
ation. When ft 7^0, the excited particles acquire a directed
velocity vz. With subsequent ionization (for example, in an
associative process) the velocity of the ions remains approxi-
mately constant. The modulus of the electron velocity can be
much higher than fl/k and the components vx and vy will
also be large, as a result of which the electrons will escape to
the walls. The ion current determines the OGE; in addition,
unlike, for example, the mechanisms described in Refs. 77
and 68, the inhibiting volume collisions can be neglected. A
simple estimate of the current accompanying absorption of
radiation with a power of ~10~2 W by the gas gives
/ = 10~2 £ (amperes), where J" is the probability that the
excited atom will be ionized. Modern instruments can re-
cord currents of S 10™ M A, i.e., the OGE can be observed if
£~ \0~l2. In reality £ is much higher. Thus for the reaction
2Na (3/>)—Na2

+ + e) the value of £, estimated from the
known data (cross section of the process, lifetime of the reso-
nance level, gas-light interaction volume, thermal velocity,
etc.) is equal to ~ 10^7, and /'—10~9 A. An experiment76

with Na vapor, in which measures were taken to suppress the
direct photoeffect, demonstrated good agreement with theo-
retical estimates, and the OGE was reliably observed by
means of the shift of the radiation frequency of the dye laser
relative to the center of one of the D lines.

From the physical viewpoint this situation is interesting
in that its study is free of the well-known difficulties associat-
ed with the construction of adequate models of the gas dis-
charge. The limitations to such an approach, as compared
with discharges, are associated with the fact that the OGE
can be observed primarily with the absorption of particles in
ground states.

3. OPTICAL SCHEMES FOR REALIZING THE OPTOGALVANIC
(OG) EFFECT

The high monochromaticity, intensity, polarization,
and directedness of laser beams enable realizing in OG spec-
troscopy practically all the advantages associated with these
qualities, which also exist in the usual optical spectroscopy.

3.1. Counterpropagating-photon absorption resonances

When two counterpropagating photons, whose total en-
ergy is equal to the energy &y0 of an atomic transition, are

FIG. 13. Diagrams of experiments on the observation of narrow nonlinear
resonances with the help of the OGE. a) Absorption of counterpropagat-
ing photons (TOGS), b) Saturated absorption (IMOGS). c) Polariza-
tion resonances (POLINEX). 1) Tunable laser; 2) discharge (or other
object); 3) disk modulator; 3') polarization modulator; 4, 4') reflecting
and semitransparent mirrors; 5) power supply; 6) resistance; 7) record-
ing apparatus; 8) capacitor; 9) high-voltage amplifier; 10) quarter-wave
plate; 11) polarizer.

simultaneously absorbed, narrow resonances appear in the
Doppler-broadened line.70 If the projection of the velocity of
the atom on the propagation direction of the photons Z is
equal to vz, then the atom perceives the frequency co of the
counterpropagating waves as (al=a> + kvz and co2=co
— kvz> respectively. The velocity of the atom does not ap-

pear in the resonance condition &>„ = <w, + a>2 = 2a>, i.e.,
Doppler broadening is compensated for the entire ensemble
of atoms. The width of the resonance is determined by the
homogeneous broadening of the transition.

The resonance is usually recorded from the fluores-
cence signal. In a plasma, however, such observations are
prevented by the intrinsic fluorescence. In Ref. 80 it was
proposed that the OGE in a glow discharge be used to detect
resonances, while in Refs. 81 and 82 it was proposed that the
OGE in a thermionic diode be used for this purpose. This
method is often called TOGS (two-photon OG spectrosco-
py). A block diagram of the experiment is shown in Fig. 13a.
Light from a tunable laser 1 passes through the discharge
(this could also be a different object) and is reflected from
the mirror 4, creating a standing wave in the discharge. The
OG spectrum is recorded in the standard manner.

3.2. Saturated-absorption resonances

The formation of narrow nonlinear resonances in the
Doppler-broadened contour is widely used in ultra-high-re-
solution spectroscopy.79 The homogeneously broadened
component is usually recorded from the absorption of the
probing wave when its frequency in the system of coordi-
nates fixed to the atom coincides with the pumping frequen-
cy. Measurements based on the resonant dip in the laser
power as the frequency is scanned within the gain contour or
on the resonant increase in power when the contour of the
resonantly absorbing cell is scanned (inverted dip) are also
possible.

The nonlinear resonance was first observed with the
help of the OGE on the (2p4-4d3) transition in Ne.2' A new
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method of Doppler-free saturation spectroscopy based on
the OGE (IMOGS—intermodulation OG spectroscopy) is
proposed in Ref. 83. The arrangement of the experiment83 is
shown in Fig. 13b. The modulator disk contains openings
corresponding to the frequencies/! and/2 of modulation of
the laser beams w and w'. Only particles which contribute
(within the limits of homogeneous broadening) at the center
of the Doppler contour can interact simultaneously with the
two beams. This occurs with the modulation frequency
/i ±/2> which is the reference frequency for the synchronous
detector. The spectrum is recorded at this frequency. In con-
trast to TOGS, in IMOGS not the entire ensemble of atoms
in the absorbing state participates in the formation of the
OGE. Unlike the case of the OGE in a gas (see Sec. 2.8),
however, the requirement that the velocity of a particle be
conserved when the excited atom transforms into an ion is
not imposed on the mechanism of ionization in a discharge.
The directed motion of charges is formed by the external
field.

Analysis83 shows that the sensitivity of OG detection in
saturated-absorption spectroscopy is approximately 102

times higher than that of measurements of the change in the
intensity of the probing beam.

3.3. Polarization OG spectroscopy

In recent years the variants of OG spectroscopy em-
ploying in a substantial manner the polarization of the radi-
ation interacting with the gas or the plasma have proved to
be quite useful. In this case, the formation of the OG signals
is based on effects such as optical orientation and alignment
of atoms or molecules as well as level crossing when an exter-
nal magnetic field is imposed on the discharge.

We shall first study the method of polarization intermo-
dulation excitation—POLINEX,84 which, aside from OG
spectroscopy, can be combined both with fluorescence spec-
troscopy and optoacoustical detection. Unlike IMOGS, in
this case the polarization characteristics of one or both
beams from a frequency-tunable laser, as well as those of
counterpropagating beams in a gas discharge, are
modulated.

The typical arrangement of the experiment is shown in
Fig. 13c. The polarization modulator can contain a Pockels
cell or other devices; in addition, the modulation frequency
(usually ~ 1 kHz) coincides with the frequency of the refer-
ence signal for the synchronous amplifier in the OG signal
detection block. The beams interacting in the object can be
circularly, linearly, or elliptically polarized.

The appearance of a narrow OG resonance in the PO-
LINEX method can be understood from simple qualitative
considerations. When a light quantum with the resonant fre-
quency interacts with an individual atom in the case when
the light is polarized the angular momentum of the photon is
transferred to the atom, which changes the component of the
magnetic moment of the atom to the direction of propaga-
tion of the light (orientation, alignment). In other words,
the populations of the magnetic sublevels of the atom in the
ground state are redistributed, and because of the well-
known selection rules for absorption of a quantum this

changes the transparency of the gas or plasma for the laser
beam.85-86

By modulating the polarization of at least one of the
counterpropagating beams we thereby periodically change
the degree of orientation of the ensemble of atoms (mole-
cules) and therefore the population of the excited state also,
which generates an OG signal as a response to the difference
in the absorption coefficients of the medium. Just as in the
IMOGS method, this signal acquires a nonlinear subdoppler
character (narrow peak) owing to the selection by the coun-
terpropagating light beams of only those particles from the
entire ensemble of atoms or molecules which have a virtually
zero projection of the velocity on the direction of transillu-
mination. POLINEX has the advantage that it efficiently
exploits the process of collisional depolarization, which in
most other high-resolution methods is a parasitic effect. The
atoms, the projection of whose velocity on the quantization
axis (the latter usually coincides with the direction of propa-
gation of the beams) changes in collisions, no longer partici-
pate in the formation of the signal and do not contribute to
the "pedestal" above which the useful signal rises. In addi-
tion, the method carries information not only about the par-
ticle concentrations, but also about the angular momenta of
the levels between which the optical transition occurs, and
also about the relaxation parameters of the light-induced
orientation and alignment.87"89

In Refs. 84, 87, and 90 the possibilities of the
POLINEX method were studied experimentally with the
help of glow and hf discharges as well as a discharge with a
hollow cathode. The OG detection of narrow nonlinear
resonances obtained on the transitions He 23P
-33D U = 587.5 nm), Ne lss - 2p2 U = 588.2 nm),

Ne Is5-2p4 (A. = 594.5 nm), Ne Is2 - 2p, (A = 585.2
nm), Cu 3d104p2P1/2 - 3d94s2D3/2 (A = 578.2 nm), has
confirmed the great advantages of this method. The employ-
ment of hf discharges,90 which in the POLINEX method
ensure high signal-to-noise ratios under conditions of virtu-
ally complete elimination of the pedestal, is especially prom-
ising. The advantages of polarization modulation over the
amplitude modulation are evident in Fig. 14. Similar results
were obtained somewhat later in Ref. 91, where, in particu-
lar, the possibilities of the method for the little-studied prob-
lem of the hyperfine structure in atoms with an unfilled d
shell (for example, molybdenum) are pointed out. A quite
universal arrangement, enabling the realization of different
variants of nonlinear subdoppler spectroscopy with both flu-
orescence and optogalvanic signal detection, is described in
Ref. 91.

We shall now briefly discuss the possibilities of OG
spectroscopy with level crossing. In recent years several
methods for OG detection of crossing effects have been dis-
covered. First of all, as shown in Refs. 88 and 92, the rate of
impact ionization of excited atoms depends on the degree of
alignment. In Ref. 93 this dependence was checked experi-
mentally by placing gas-discharge neon tubes and therm-
oionic diodes in an external magnetic field of the order of 0.1
T. Although in Ref. 93 the theoretical models developed in
Refs. 89 and 92 were checked indirectly (the phase shift of
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FIG. 14. The results of OG recording of sub-Doppler neon spectra (the
Is5-2p2 transition, A = 588.2 nm) in an hf discharge.87 a) POLINEX
method, b) IMOGS method.

the TT and a components for different values of the magnetic
field was recorded), there are grounds for regarding the pre-
dicted effects as having been confirmed.

Second, the manifestations of the degeneracy of the
states directly in terms of their populations can also be inves-
tigated entirely satisfactorily by the OG method. Here the
intensity of the radiation must be close to saturation. The
corresponding theoretical aspects are examined in Refs. 94
and 95. We shall not consider here the quite trivial case when
the magnitude of the Zeeman splitting AvH of the sublevels
is comparable to the Doppler half-width and the detuning of
the resonance brings about a natural drop in the absorption
of the laser beam. A more interesting situation occurs when
the external magnetic field is comparatively weak, so that
AvH is of the order of the inverse relaxation time of the co-
herence 2rAB, and then, systematically decreasing, gives
rise to the case of a purely degenerate system (Fig. 15). We
shall study on the basis of a convenient model96 the transi-
tion between the A and B levels with total angular momenta
/A = 0 and JB = 1; in addition, we shall assume that the
radiation is linearly polarized normally to the direction of
the magnetic field H, splitting the upper level into three mag-
netic sublevels mB = 0 and + 1. We neglect the collisional
relaxation between sublevels. We shall compare three cases:
a) AvH > rAB, the radiation interacts with two groups of
atoms with different velocities, and under conditions of satu-

n/3 1—nfZ
C

FIG. 15. Different cases of removal and restoration of the degeneracy of
levels with /„ = 1. a—TAB < AvH. b—FB < AvH < TAB. c—AvH = 0.

ration the population for JB is equal to n/2 + n/2 = «; b)
TAB > AvH > TB (FB is the homogeneous width of the up-
per level), the radiation interacts with one group of n atoms,
the populations of the sublevels mA = 0 and mB = + 1,
mB = — 1 are equalized, so that the total saturated popula-
tion of JB is equal to n/3 + n/3 = 2«/3; and, c) AvH = 0, a
coherent superposition of states occurs, so that cr+ and a~
transitions are perceived as one IT transition, while the popu-
lation of JB is evidently equal to n/2. Thus when the magnet-
ic field is scanned the change in the population of the upper
level should be described by the convolution of Lorentzian
profiles with widths FAB and FB. In typical cases FAB con-
stitutes approximately 1 % of the Doppler width; FB is an
order of magnitude narrower. In the described simplified
model the relative magnitude of these resonances is evident-
ly the same: 5, = [« - (2«/3) ]/n = 0.33 and 52 = [ (2n/
3)-(n/2)]/(2n/3)=0.25.

In a more detailed analysis the possibility of collisional
mixing of the sublevels mB, the incomplete saturation on the
wings of the profile, trapping of radiation, the effect of opti-
cal pumping on the sublevels which do not directly interact
with the radiation, etc., must be taken into account. All these
questions await analysis; we only point out that the methods
for taking into account trapping in the linear Hanle effect are
discussed in Ref. 97.

As shown in Refs. 94—96, the basic consequences of the
theoretical description of the form of the OG signal under
the conditions of magnetic scanning are confirmed experi-
mentally. In Ref. 96 a series of investigations of level cross-
ing of atoms both in the absence of and in the presence of
fields, carried out by the methods of OG spectroscopy, are
described. The object of the investigation was a low-pressure
discharge in Ne or Ar with an additional electrode for atom-
ization (of Zr and Y). The method has the advantages that
low values of the hyperfine interaction constants (magni-
tude and sign) can be determined and the atomic character-
istics can be measured on very weak transitions, which can-
not be done by the traditional methods of optical detection.
In addition, in OG methods the requirements imposed on
the frequency stabilization of the laser and the scanning
technique are somewhat relaxed.

Interesting data on the mechanism for the increase in
the lasing power of Ar+ and Kr+ continuous lasers accom-
panying the imposition of an axial magnetic field, discussed
repeatedly in the literature, are presented in Ref. 95. A non-
traditional explanation of the growth in the power in sepa-
rate lines, associated not with the change in the electron den-
sity (usual interpretation), but rather with the nonlinear
Hanle effect, is given.

3.4. Multiphoton and stepped excitation

At high radiation power multiphoton excitation can
contribute to the OGE. This can be most important for parti-
cles with a high ionization potential. This mechanism has
been observed, for example, in a flame.98 The probability of
the process depends, in particular, on the closeness of the
real and intermediate virtual levels. Thus the detection of the
two-photon effect accompanying absorption on the He(23S)
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TABLE I. Increase in sensitivity with two-stepped excitation

Element

E^cm'1
E0, cm '
/J,, nm
Et, cm~'
e,,/*j
5,, nA/ppb
Appb

Cu

62317
11 203
510,6
30784

150
io-6

10«

Fe

63700
7377
364,8

34782
180

4-10-3
2-103

Na

41449
0

589,0
16973

26
1,5
6

Element

/12, nm
EI, cm '
62, Hi
£1+ 2> nA/ppb
Appb

S,

Cu

453,1
52849

110
0,016
500

1600

Fe

538,3
53353

17
0,07
100

18

Na

568,8
34549

56
1000
0,04

690

levels requires much higher power levels than for absorption
in the levels of the 3s configuration of Ne. In helium the
energy interval between the real and virtual levels is IO2

times larger than in neon, which lowers the probability of the
process by a factor of approximately 10".

Multiphoton ionization (MPI) is possible in strong
light fields. MPI, detected by the change in the conductivity
of the plasma, was observed, for example, in the detection of
O and H atoms20'99 and in the detection of PO and NO.58

The employment of two lasers for stepped excitation
through the real levels requires much lower powers.54'100'101

The simultaneous transillumination on two resonance tran-
sitions with a common level can substantially intensify the
OGE as compared with the cases of transillumination at one
of these frequencies separately (double resonance).

Table I compares the sensitivities and limits of detec-
tion of a number of elements in an air-hydrogen flame with
one- and two-step schemes. 10° The sensitivity is measured in
units of the current change per particle in an environment of
IO9 particles of the solvent (nA/ppb), and the limit of detec-
tion D is measured in particles per IO9 particles of the sol-
vent. Lasers at wavelengths A l and A2 operate in the pulsed
mode with energies of Q\ and Q2 per pulse. Et is the ioniza-
tion energy, E0 is the energy of the starting state for excita-
tion of the state Et by radiation with wavelength A,, and E2 is
the energy of the state excited from the state Et by radiation
with wavelength A2. The increase in sensitivity with two-
step excitation is ~ 10-103. In Refs. 102 and 103 attention is
devoted primarily to the frequency selectivity of the double
OG resonance, which is important for investigations of com-
plex spectra. Different variants of the method, including one
in which the upper or lower level is the common level, are
studied in the same works. The case when two optical transi-
tions have states with close energies, coupled by collisional
exchange, is studied. This modification could be useful for
studying relaxation processes. In Ref. 104 the OGE reso-
nance with simultaneous transillumination of a plasma by a
laser and microwave radiation (optical-microwave reso-
nance) is studied.

3.5. Conditions for transillumination and localization of OGE

When the OGE is observed in a nonuniform object
there arises the problem of finding the contribution of differ-
ent zones. The solution in the two-dimensional case, when in
different sections (x, y) normal to a chosen direction Z, the
most important characteristics are conserved, is obvious.
The object can be probed directly by transporting the beam
parallel to Z. Such scanning was carried out, for example, in

Refs. 4, 34, and 75 (see Fig. 12).
In the general three-dimensional case focusing of the

laser beam gives definite results, this method was used, for
example, in Ref. 105. The spatial resolution in this case is,
however, low and it is difficult to guarantee that the un-
focused part of the beam will not make a contribution.

Much better results are achieved with two-photon exci-
tation in crossed laser beams. Thus in determining the con-
centration of H atoms in a flame106 theLa line was excited by
two beams of light with wavelengths A, = 224 nm and
A2 = 266 nm. One of the beams (A, orA2) is also responsible
for the completion of the ionization process from the excited
level. There also appears the possibility of monitoring the
excitation and ionization processes independently, since the
rate of one of the processes depends on the product and that
of the other depends on the sum of the beam intensities.

The methods of subdoppler spectroscopy with intersec-
tion of beams (of course, usually at a small angle) can give
comparatively good localization of the OGE.47 The same is
apparently also valid for OG detection of the degeneracy of
levels, in particular, sections of the plasma can be separated
by displacement in an external nonuniform magnetic field.

We note, finally, the possibility of transforming from
the integral (with respect to the transillumination beams)
OGE to a local OGE using a Radon transformation based on
modern methods of computational tomography.107'108 The
principles of atomic-spectral tomography109 employing a
finite (for technical reasons) number of beams with the
missing information obtained by frequency sweeping can
also be used.

4. SOME APPLICATIONS OF THE OPTOGALVANIC EFFECT

4.1. Atomic OG spectroscopy

The optogalvanic spectra of a large number of elements,
indicated below, have been studied. As the basis for this dis-

mV

20\-

10

~J

f 10 15v, GHz

FIG. 16. The OG spectrum of uranium."9 The letters mark the compo-
nents of the hyperfine structure of 235U.
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cussion we took the data from Ref. 47 which we supplemented:

H (1, 5)
Li (3, 5)
Na (3-6)
K (3-5)

Be (4)
Mg (4, 5)
Ca (3-5)

B (5)
Al (5)
Sc (5) Ti (5),

V (5)

Cu (3, 5)
Rb (4, 5)
Ag (5)
Cs (1, 2, 4, 5)
Au (5)
Sm (3)

Ga (3-5)
Sr (1-3) Y (3, 5) Zr (3)
Gd (5) In (3) Sn (5)
Ba (1, 3-5) La (3)
Hg (1) Tl (5) Pb (5)
Eu (3, 4) Tu (5) Yb (3,

0 (5)

Or (5)

Mo (3)

Bi (5)

He (1, 3)
Ne (1, 3)
Ar (1, 3)

Mn (3, 5),
Fe (5),
Co (3—5),
Ni (5)

Kr (1, 2)

Xe (2)

The numbers in parentheses indicate objects in which the
OGE was studied: 1) dc discharge tube, 2) hf discharge, 3)
hollow cathode, 4) thermionic diode, 5) flame, 6) rarefied
gas.

In addition to applied aspects (diagnostics, analysis,
etc.), the OGE is also used to study atomic structures. The
high sensitivity of the method determines the direction of
these studies—spectroscopy of excited states, trace impuri-
ties, ions, transitions with low probabilities, etc., when the
usual absorption and emission measurements cannot be per-
formed because of the low signal-to-noise ratio. We shall
confine our attention to individual examples.

The spectrum of the states of Ba in the region 5.2-7 eV is
studied in Ref. 101. The energies for 636 new levels with
principal quantum numbers up to n = 45 with J = 0-5 were
identified and determined; in addition, the fine structure was
resolved for levels with «<25. The spectra of the Rydberg
states of alkali metals have been studied. The energies of
levels and isotopic shifts of 39'40-41K (Refs. 110-113), 6'7Li
(Ref. 114),85Rb(Refs. 113 and 115), and 133Cs (Ref. 116)
have been determined. It was found that the dependence of
the magnitude of the quantum defect on « for the nDj series
of cesium was found to be substantially nonmonotonic.'16

The isotopic shift in strontium 38-86Sr has been studied for
neutral and ionized atoms.'17

It has been suggested that the high signal-to-noise ratio
characteristic for the OGE even for very weak transitions be
used in the future in experiments on the detection of parity
nonconservation in the transition Cs(6s-7s).20

The OG spectrum of uranium in a hollow cathode was
studied in Refs. 118 and 119. In spite of the low 235U content
(~0.3%) its spectra are reliably recorded. The OGE is also
observed on the U II transitions. Figure 16 shows the spec-
trum of uranium in the region of 591.5 nm, where the com-
ponents of the hyperfine structure (HFS) and the isotopic
shift 235U-238U are resolved.

As the principal quantum number increases there ap-
pear effects caused by the perturbation of the levels accom-
panying the interaction of states converging to different ioni-
zation limits. Measurements for a large sequence of levels
enable comparing data with existing theories. Thus it is not-
ed in Ref. 120 that the experimental data for Ba do not corre-

spond to the results of the multichannel theory of the quan-
tum defect. The perturbation of the states strongly affects
the nature of the HFS. The measurements are carried out
primarily with Doppler-free resolution, and the HFS con-
stants and the mixing of the states are determined (the first
studies of the HFS of the transition 3He(23p-33D) by the
OG method were carried out by Lawler et a/.83). For high
levels, interactions of multiple! components with different
principal quantum numbers but the same total angular mo-
mentum (n mixing) appear as the levels converge. The effect
is observable when « £ 100 and has been recorded experi-
mentally in the OG spectrum of Sr66 (levels with n 5 160 are
recorded). In Refs. 121 and 122 the diamagneticbehavior of
Rydberg states in external fields, when the Lorentz force
acting on an external electron becomes comparable to the
Coulomb interaction between the electron and the atomic
core, was studied.

Some applications of the OGE in polarization spectros-
copy have already been mentioned above.

4.2. Molecular OG spectroscopy

Though most publications concern studies of atomic
spectra, there has now appeared a significant number of
works on the study of molecular OG spectra. The main di-
rections of these investigations have been recently reviewed
in Refs. 22 and 123. Table II summarizes and supplements
the results of Refs. 22 and 123. Just as in atomic spectrosco-
py, the advantages of OG recording of the spectra of mole-
cules are manifested in transitions with low optical density.
We shall confine our attention to several examples.

The investigations15 of the structure of the absorption
bands of the radicals of HCO in transitions terminating in
the predissociation state are characteristic. The line widths
give information on the probability of predissociation. Here
the method of optical absorption cannot be used because of
the low density of the radicals. It is estimated in Ref. 15 that
the sensitivity of the OG method is approximately 105 times
higher than that of the optical absorption method. Because
HCO has a predissociative first excited state the method of
laser fluorescence cannot be used. Optoacoustical detection
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TABLE II. Investigation of molecular OG spectra

Molecules

Cs2
In2, Yb2,

CsKr, CsAr,
CsjKr

LaO, YO,
ScO
N2

H2

I,

CX»

NH2

NO2

HCO
CN
NH3

He2
CO2

D2O, H2CO,
S02, H2S,

H202

N2
+

CO+
NO
PO

Spectral
region, nm

620-650
390-660

360-630

563-615
598

585-605
595-615
573-610

520-630

575-610
532

640-660
550

570-615
596-605
580-610
570-600

6200
580-620
643-682

9500

9500
580-630

11250-9200
585-588

9300-10800
9700-9100

390

490
270-317
302-334

References

11
124-128

129

130
45

45, 131
103
130

132, 133

134
133, 135

136
137
130
22
131

71, 130, 131
19
15
22
104

19
131
70
22

68, 138-140
70

34

34
58
58

Remarks

Diode. First observations of molecular OG spectra.
Diode. Electronic transitions of excimers and exciplexes. Hybrid resonances of the
excitation of atoms through intermediate dissociative states of molecules.

Flame. Identification of new transitions.

dc discharge. 1 + system and Ledbetter bands c, n — a" '2
Doppler-free resolution, hf discharge
hf discharge. Identification of new bands
Hollow cathode. Double optical resonance. Identification of new bands.
dc discharge. Identification of new transitions between
2p'n states and states near the dissociation limit

Weak-current dc discharge. B-X bands. Spatial resolution.
Doppler-limited spectral resolution

Medium resolution spectra
Diode. Determination of the energy of electron affinity
D3A - A3n bands
Vibrational-rotational lasing transitions in the active medium of a CO laser
dc discharge. First observations of free radicals
Doppler-limited resolution, dc discharge
hf discharge
dc discharge, hf discharge
Diode IR laser, dc discharge
hf discharge in CH,CO. Study of predissociation rates
A-X bands
dc discharge, hollow cathode, hf discharge. N2O laser: Doppler-free resolution.

Double optical-microwave resonance.
Diode IR laser, dc discharge
hf discharge
hf discharge, CO2 laser with discrete tuning
Rydberg transitions
Vibrational-rotational transitions in the active medium of a CO2 laser
hf discharge. CO, laser with discrete tuning. Identification of transitions,

searches for transitions for optically pumped far-IR lasers.

(0, 0) bands of the transition X22 - B22. First observations of the OG spectra
of molecular ions.

(0, 0) band of the transition X22 - A2FI
Flame. Multiphoton ionization.
same

also cannot be used because of the low density and discharge
noise.

The OG method was used to make the first identifica-
tion of bands of the systems b1!* - a "'2+ 103 and c's '2 +
— a* '2t

+ 4S in N2 and to obtain Doppler-free spectra of the
Ledbetter bands c; Ilu - a " '2g+.

Examples of OG spectra in the IR region, obtained with
the help of diode lasers, are shown in Fig. 8. In Ref. 104 an
N2O laser, tunable in the above-threshold gain zone of the
separated vibrational-rotational transition, was used to re-
cord the spectra of NH3. The high lasing power (~ 1.5 W)
enables obtaining comparatively simply the Doppler-free
line shape of NH3 under conditions of saturated absorption.
The method of the double optical-microwave resonance,
when the microwave frequency corresponds to the transition
between the states of inversion doubling, is used in Ref. 104.
The resonance-produced change in the magnitude of the
OGE observed by sweeping the microwave frequency is,
however, small because of the efficient collisional exchange
between the levels, even at low gas densities.

4.3. Radiation detection

The employment of a discharge cell as a detector of res-
onance radiation was apparently first proposed and experi-
mentally confirmed for the example of the IR line of helium
A = 2058.1 nm.141 In Ref. 141 it was also proposed that the
lines of Hg be detected by means of the OGE. Later experi-
ments142 showed that the selectivity of this method of detec-
tion is high ( — 0.1 cm ~'). If, for example, a hollow cathode
filled with He4 is used as the detector, then the radiation
from an He3-filled lamp is practically not observed. Using
the high signal-to-noise ratio characteristic for the OGE and
the high selectivity, Zalewski et al.52 and Matveev et a/.143

used a gas-discharge cell to record the absorption of radi-
ation in the method of intraresonance laser spectroscopy.
The experiments showed that the limit of detection of such a
detector is an order of magnitude lower than that of a photo-
multiplier.
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4.4. Frequency stabilization of lasers and wavelength
calibration

In active stabilization the lasing frequency of a laser is
locked to some reference. A signal is fed from the photode-
tector into the feedback system (AFC). In continuous gas
lasers this is usually carried out on the center of the gain line
of the laser transition itself. An error signal for the AFC
system is generated by modulation of the cavity length. The
OGE enables the elimination of photodetectors, the active
medium also plays the role of the detector. Such a scheme
was first implemented in Ref. 138 in order to stabilize the
lasing frequency of a gas-discharge CO2 laser based on the
center of the gain line. The characteristic changes in the vol-
tage on the discharge tube, associated with the search signal,
constituted ~10 V under the conditions of Ref. 138 or
—0.25% of the total voltage. An improved electronic
scheme for stabilizing the lasing frequency of a CO2 laser •
with the help of the OGE is described in Ref. 139. Optimiz-
ation of the conditions enabled68 realizing a long-term fre-
quency instability of ~5-10~9. In Refs. 68, 138, and 139
lasers with low-pressure active media (10-30 Torr) were
studied, whereas in Ref. 140 the frequency of a wave-guide
CO2 laser with a pressure of 180 Torr in the active medium
was stabilized. In this case the sensitivity of the OGE is suffi-
cient for ensuring a frequency instability of ~ 1 MHz (the
relative instability is ~ 10~8). Judging from the results ob-
tained by different authors, the use of the OGE yields, in
order of magnitude, the same values of the instabilities as
those obtained using photodetectors. Investigations of the
stabilization of the frequency of an He-Ne laser with the
help of the OGE is discussed, for example, in Refs. 144 and
145.

The OGE is used for frequency stabilization of gas la-
sers not only in laboratory but now also in commercial la-
sers,146 including in the domestically produced LG-74 CO2

laser. In this stabilization scheme the gain contour of the
lasing transition itself plays the role of the frequency dis-
criminator. The discriminator in lasers with an inhomogen-
eously broadened transition can be enhanced by employing
the Lamb dip or the inverted dip in a resonance absorption
cell in the cavity.79 A discharge cell outside the cavity can
also be used.147 Such cells are also used for stabilizing and
measuring the lasing frequency of wide-band dye la-
sers. 148-'50 The search signal is generated while sweeping the
tilt angle of the intracavity etalon, while the error signal is
generated in the usual manner on the synchronous detector.
The characteristic signals at the input to the synchronous
detector have magnitudes of 5-100 mV with lasing powers of
0.1-0.2 W. The stabilization in this case occurs on discrete
frequencies from the tuning band. In Ref. 148 the lines of
neon (588.2 nm), sodium (589 nm and 616.1 nm), and bari-
um (553.5nm) were used. The wavelength instability in this
case did not exceed 10~5nm (the relative frequency instabil-
ity was ~2-10~8). Because of the multiplicity of resonance
absorption lines in hollow cathodes this approach is very
promising in the wavelength range of interest for dye lasers.
It is noted in Ref. 20 that stabilization can be achieved even
on lines with very weak absorption.

The question of spectral calibration and determination
of the line width of tunable lasers was discussed in Ref. 151.
For OG stabilization and measurement of the laser wave-
length it is convenient to use a discharge with a hollow cath-
ode with uranium lines152 in the IR, visible, and UV regions.
An automated system for performing calibration based on
25 lines in the region 580-800 nm with the help of a neon
tube is discussed in Ref. 153.

The desirability of performing calibration based on the
OG spectra of radicals in a discharge, in particular, for mon-
itoring the composition of the atmosphere, is pointed out in
Ref. 154. One of the possible paths for developing the meth-
od of OG stabilization and calibration of laser frequencies
consists of employing intracavity discharge cells in a mag-
netic field. This enables controllable displacement of the fre-
quency reference and generation of an error signal of the
AFC system without parasitic modulation of the radiation
while scanning the positions of the elements of the laser
cavity.

4.5. Investigation of elementary processes

The discovery itself of the OGE in a discharge, as men-
tioned above, was linked with the investigation of Penning
ionization processes6 and processes of the type A* + A
-. A2

+ + e, A* + A-> A2
+ -»A+ + A~. These processes are

still being studied (see, for example, Ref. 155).
Processes occurring in electronegative gases are studied

in Refs. 133, 135, and 156-158 by a method which is close to
OG spectroscopy. The recorded electrical signal is generated
by CO2 laser radiation or by resonance Raman scattering of
the light of a solid-state laser and a dye laser, and is explained
by the fact that the rate of dissociative electron trapping
depends on the degree of vibrational excitation of the mole-
cule. The molecules SF6, CC12F2, I2 were studied. The for-
mation of negative ions accompanying collisions of optically
excited Na (4d) atoms with O2, SF6, CH3Br, CC12F2 mole-
cules were studied in Refs. 60 and 158 and the rate constants
were determined. Analysis of the data led60 to the conclusion
that the Landau-Zener theory of nonadiabatic transitions in
a system of molecular terms is applicable.

The OG method turns out to be effective for studying
two-photon dissociation. 124~128 First, the molecule is excited
into the repulsive or predissociative state; then the atom is
photoexcited into a Rydberg state, from which it is ionized in
thermal collisions. Even if the molecule has a wide excitation
band, the resulting OGE is of a resonant character (hybrid
resonances). This enables, in particular, the study of selec-
tive population of atomic states accompanying dissociation.

In Ref. 159 the OGE is used to study absorption in la-
ser-induced collisions with dipole-dipole interaction, giving
rise to redistribution of the particles over the levels:

Ba (6sz >S0) + Ba (6s* <S0)

+ hv (339,4 nm) -»- Ba (6p 'P4) + Ba (5d 1D2),

Ba (6s2 >S0) + He (2s <S0)

+ hv (615,1 nm) -»- He (2p 'P0) + Ba (5d 'D2),

and in addition this was the first observation of the last reac-
tion. It has been proposed that this method also be used for
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studying multipole interactions, multiphoton processes, and
interactions with charge transfer accompanying collisions in
a light field.

Doppler-free OG spectroscopy enables studying colli-
sional line broadening and shifts (see, for example, Ref.
160). The probabilities of collisional excitation from Ryd-
berg states of atoms have been measured.161 We also mention
investigations of reactions of particles with oriented spin
moments,162 the determination of the rates of vibrational
relaxation of molecules163 and energy of affinity in photode-
tachment of electrons,164 etc., performed with the help of the
OGE.

4.6. Quantitative plasma spectroscopy and plasma
diagnostics

Available data indicate that, generally speaking, optical
absorption and OG spectra are not similar to one another
(see, for example, Fig. 2b and Ref. 165). This is attributable
to the fact that the OGE depends not only on the quantity of
light absorbed but also on the mechanism responsible for the
change in the conductivity of the object with the participa-
tion of the upper level of the transition. From these qualita-
tive considerations it may be expected that the similarity of
optical and OG line spectra should be observed for transi-
tions with a common upper level or when the upper levels are
under very similar conditions. The last condition is met, for
example, by molecular spectra with rotational fine structure.
The system of rotational levels in a wide range of rotational
quantum numbers, as a rule, is compact and efficiently
"mixed" by collisions, which in ordinary spectroscopy is
used for determining the gas temperature. These possibilities
have not yet been investigated systematically. We call atten-
tion to the measurements34 of the intensities in the rotational
structure of OG spectra N2

+ (B22, v' = 0->X2!,, v = 0) in
an obstructed discharge. A 2:1 alternation of the intensities
of the rotational lines in accordance with the nuclear spins
was observed. The intensities of the sets of lines for ions with
the same orientation of nuclear spins correspond to a Boltz-
mann distribution over the rotational levels. The magni-
tudes of the OG signals are proportional to the intensities of
the transilluminating radiation. This definitely indicates the
possibilities of quantitative investigations of a nonequilibri-
um plasma based on the OG line spectra.

The study of line profiles is an independent area of
quantitative plasma spectroscopy and plasma diagnostics.
Such investigations were already performed in the first pub-
lications on laser-assisted OG spectroscopy.17'21 It was
pointed out in Sec. 2.3 that the proportionality of the optical
and OG line contours follows from the simple two-level
model with low absorption in an hf discharge. For a two-
level atom the condition of proportionality can also be ob-
tained from Eqs. (2)-(5). This is confirmed experimentally
in a number of articles and is used, in particular, for measur-
ing the gas temperature based on the Doppler broadening
(see, for example, Refs. 75 and 166). Studies in which the
OG Doppler profiles of the lines of molecular ions with noni-
sotropic velocity distributions are determined are interest-
ing. This work can apparently be extended so as to determine
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FIG. 17. The OG contours of the neon
line for the transition Is2-2p, at
A = 585.2 nm in a hollow cathode.165

The pressure is equal to 3 Torr and the
current (mA) is equal to 20 (1), 100
(2), 300 (3), 400 (4), and 450 (5).

-5 5 GHz

the velocity fields of particles in different objects by means of
the solution of the inverse problem, where the starting
Doppler contour is, generally speaking, non-Gaussian, as is
done in emission spectroscopy.l67 Together with this there
exist data165 indicating significant distortions of the OG con-
tours. Figure 17 shows the profiles of the/I = 585.2 nm line
of neon for different currents in the hollow cathode. For
currents less than 100 mA the contours recorded by both the
absorption method and the OG method coincide (the as-
symmetry at low currents is associated with the isotopic
shift). As the current is increased the form of the OG con-
tour changes markedly. The polarity changes and structure
appears. Analogous effects were also observed in Ref. 19 for
the IR region. It is pointed out in Ref. 165 that distortions
are observed when the absorption of light by the plasma is
comparatively high ( >20%). At high optical densities the
radiation at frequencies lying in the wings of the lines inter-
acts efficiently with the plasma over the entire path of the
beam, and the radiation at the frequency of the center of the
transition gives rise to the OGE, appearing largely in the
inlet zone of the beam. In a nonuniform plasma the resulting
contour cannot be obtained by simple averaging over zones.
At low optical densities the correspondence between the re-
sults based on absorption and on the OGE is satisfactory.
Figure 18 shows the contours of the spectral lines of neon.165

In the case of Fig. 18a the absorption in the transition lss-

GHz

FIG. 18. Contours of neon lines. The solid curves show the optical absorp-
tion and the circles show the OG signal, a) Hollow cathode; the transition
is 1 s5-2p5, /I = 597.5 nm; the current is equal to 50 mA; and the pressure is
equal to 3 Torr. b) Indicator neon lamp; a component of the transition
Is5-2p4, A. = 594.4 nm; and the magnetic field is equal to 1600 G.
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2ps is less than 3%. The discharge current in the hollow
cathode is equal to 50 mA, and the pressure is equal to 3
Torr. The case of Fig. 18b corresponds to absorption in the
Zeemann a components of the transition Is5-2p4 in the indi-
cator tube. The magnetic field is equal to 1600 G, the current
is equal to 10 mA, and the absorption at the center is equal to
12%. The coincidence of the absorption and OG contours is
satisfactory. The differences present are apparently associat-
ed with the low signal-to-noise ratio in the absorption mea-
surements.

Thus experience shows that in many cases the OGE can
be successfully employed for quantitative measurements and
diagnostics of plasma. Applications involving the recording
of line contours at low optical densities have the best valida-
tion at this stage.

4.7. Analysis of the composition of materials

The employment of the OGE for analytical purposes
was first suggested in Ref. 168. Considering the high sensi-
tivity of this method, this proposal is entirely natural.

The correspondence of the possibilities of the OG meth-
od and absorption spectroscopy or other, including laser (la-
ser-induced fluorescence, laser acoustooptical detection)
optical methods, Raman scattering or EPR methods, selec-
tive with respect to the energy states of atoms or molecules,

can hardly be universal. It depends on the mechanism of the
OGE, the type of transition and object in which it appears,
and the schemes used to realize the OGE. For this reason, at
this stage it is desirable to focus on the results achieved in
practice.

Studies of hollow cathodes with Na, U, Eu, and Zr
show43 that the fluctuations of the current in the circuit sup-
plying power to the hollow cathode with a finished construc-
tion correspond to random noise. This establishes the OG
detection power —10 cm (or —10 1 in metastable
states) for the indicated elements, which is in fact achieved
in practice. In Ref. 169 the OGE was observed in a discharge
in a hollow cathode and the absorption spectra of Ba+ and
Eu+ ions were recorded.

Most analytical work by the OG method is done with
the help of flames. This is attributable to the speed of the
measurements, their simplicity, and the reproducibility of
the results. The well-developed methods for injecting the
material into the flame enable reliable calibration and virtu-
ally eliminate the difficulties associated with quantitative
measurements in nonequilibrium objects, discussed in the
preceding section. Table III shows the limits of detection for
a number of elements by the OG method and the limits
achieved by other methods. The data are taken primarily
from Refs. 172-175. The following notation was employed
for the methods: OG—optogalvanic, A—absorption, EM—

TABLE III. Limits of detection in flames'72-'75

Element

Ag
Al
Au
Ba
Bi
Ca
Cd
Co
Cr
Cr
Cs
Cu
Cu
Fe
Fe
Ga
Ga
ID
K
Li
Li
Li
Lu
Mg
Mn
Na
Na
Ni
Pb
Pb
Kb
Sc
Sn
Sn
Sr
Tl
Ti
Tu

Wavelength

of the OGE,
nm

328,1
309,3
242,8
307,2
306,8
300,7
228,8
252,1
298,6
301,8
455,5
282,4
324,8
298,4
302,1
287,4
294,4
303,9
404,4
610,4
639,3
670,8
308,2
285,2
279,5
285,3
589,0
300,2
280,2
283,3
420,2
301,9
284,0
286,3
460,7
291,8
295,6
297,3

Limits of detection, ng/ml

OG

1
0,1
1
0,2
2
0,1
0,1
0,08
2
2
0,004

100
100

4
2
0,07
0,1
0,006
0,1
0,012
0,4
0,001
0,2
0,1
0,02
0,05
0,01
0,08
0,6
0,09
0,1
0,2
0,3
2
0,4
0,09

600
200

AB

1

20
50
1

2

1

4
50

30

1
1
0,1
0,8
0,8

5
10

20

20

EM

2

1
20000

0,1

2

0,1

5
10

0,4

0,02
0,02
5
1
0,1

20
100

100

20

Fin

0,1

5
20
5

0,5

8

10
100

0,1
1

3
10

50

8

Fl,

4

8
3

0,08

1

1

30
0,9

0,2

0,5
0,5
0,2
0,4
0,1

2
13

4
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emission, FLn—fluorescence employing noncoherent light
sources, and FL,—fluorescence employing lasers. The typi-
cal limits of detection fall in the range 10~3-102 ng/ml. In
many cases, for example, for Pb, transitions between excited
states give lower limits of detection than transitions from the
ground state. In many cases the limits of detection by the OG
method are appreciably lower than those achieved in other
methods, and concentration linearity is obtained in the
range lO^lO5 and higher. It is estimated in Ref. 173 that the
limit of detection associated with electrical noise in the flame
is equal to ~ 105 cm~3. This limit has been achieved for Li.

This method of analysis is being developed in the direc-
tion of optimization of the excitation and recording schemes
and the geometry of the object. The effect of the configura-
tion of the electrodes and the flow velocity and composition
of the gas are under study and methods of recording are
being compared: based on the total voltage drop, the probe
potential, and microwave absorption. An analytical de-
vice174 for working with elements in the region 217-700 nm
and having a dynamic range of not less than 104 has been
developed.

5. CONCLUSIONS

The optogalvanic effect in plasmas and gases, which
already has a long history, has been resurrected after the
early work on the employment of lasers for its observation.
The rapid growth of the interest in and the number of publi-
cations on this subject has already made, in a short period of
time, the OG method a fundamental method for studying
plasma media. The OGE is also employed to influence ac-
tively the properties of objects, as, for example, for the stabi-
lization of laser frequencies and power or for cooling of plas-
ma30 and for isotope separation (see, for example, Refs. 13,
176, and 177), which were not discussed in this review. The
OGE is now a subject of discussion at special conferences.
With respect to the breadth of its aspects and applications
the OGE in plasmas and gases is probably comparable to the
photoelectric spectroscopy of impurities in semiconduc-
tors178 and other well-known applications of the photocon-
ductivity of solids.179 In this review, however, it was impos-
sible to compare in detail these physically related situations.

An important advantage of the OG method of record-
ing is its high sensitivity to and selectivity of the quantum
states of particles. For this reason, the practice of investiga-
tions and applications of the OGE, including those for stud-
ies of elementary processes, diagnostics, structures of atoms
and molecules, etc., will undoubtedly expand. In many cases
the OG method can be used in combination with traditional
methods. The potential possibilities of OG methods are far
from being exhausted. The question of the sensitivity of the
OG method and the limiting signal-to-noise ratios, as com-
pared with the methods of direct absorption measurements,
laser-induced fluorescence, optoacoustical measurements,
etc., nevertheless deserves further detailed and careful anal-
ysis. General considerations in this direction were put forth
in Ref. 22, where, in addition, the advantages of the OG
method were underscored. However, the limitations of the
method, associated with the noise, have not been adequately

studied and have been studied only for some particular cases
of discharges in a hollow cathode43 and some states of the
positive column of a glow discharge.180'181

It is appropriate to underscore the fact that the methods
of OG spectroscopy described in this review join closely in
many cases with other methods, which differ somewhat with
regard to their experimental implementation and have been
under intensive development in recent years. Among these
methods we mention first of all the methods of multistep
photoionization spectroscopy, which have unique possibili-
ties and which enable detecting single atoms and mole-
cules.182-184 The aforementioned methods60'133-135-157'158

with direct detection of ions should apparently be included
here also.

The quite simple nature of the effect is combined with
the complex and many-branched mechanism responsible for
the formation of the OG signal, especially under nonequilib-
rium conditions. A quantitative description can, for the time
being, be given only for some very simple cases and objects.
Further experimental studies must be performed and theo-
retical models of the phenomena observed must be con-
structed, which will undoubtedly lead to new possibilities
and the further development of already-mentioned ones.
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